EDITOR’S NOTE

DON’T STOP HOPING FOR REDEMPTION:
RELIGIOUS OPTIMISM AND THE MEANING OF LIFE

I

t was probably in late 1934, during the last winter of his life, that R.
Abraham Isaac Kook delivered his introductory lecture on Yevamot;
a set of notes was published decades later in the journal Tehumin
(Volume 2). He asked why Seder Nashim, the talmudic order dealing
with family law, begins, according to the standard view, with Yevamot,
the laws of levirate marriage, rather than with Kiddushin, the tractate
devoted to marriage. At first blush, the opposite would make more
sense: marriage is the conventional family institution; yibbum occurs
only when the marriage has ended tragically, through the husband’s
death, without an heir.
Underlying R. Kook’s position is a thesis about what it means to
build an abiding home. Paradoxically, R. Kook suggests that yibbum is a
better model for Jewish reflection on the family, precisely because the
extraordinary and tragic illuminates the normal. “The life of Torah is not
ordinary life, but eternal,” both in its spiritual and material dimensions.
For that reason Torah life is manifest, not only under ideal circumstances, but also in situations of destruction, even when “the natural
structure has broken down and the family is destroyed.” Levirate marriage, in which the surviving brother rehabilitates the family disrupted by
death, represents this principle in dramatic form. R. Kook quotes
Ramban who says that the Kabbalists call it ge’ulla (redemption).
If the above is too mystical for you, try R. Kook’s additional halakhic
analogy. The thirty-nine categories of work forbidden on Shabbat
(melakha) are defined as creative acts; purely destructive behavior does
not count. Ripping a garment, for example, is work only when the goal
is repair; demolishing a house is melakha when one wishes to erect a new
construction on the site. But there is a suggestive disparity between the
examples. Tearing clothing with the intention of sewing it up as before is
not a creative act: the final product does not improve the original; hence
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it does not exhibit the necessary forethought (melekhet mahashevet).
Razing a building for the sake of future construction constitutes melakha,
even when the new structure merely duplicates the old. The act of construction is valuable in itself, even when it does not produce a more valuable object.
There is something in R. Kook’s insight that is at odds with popular
modern attitudes. Our culture tends to assume, sometimes almost
unthinkingly, that life is tolerable, and spiritually meaningful, only if it is
getting better. The rapid pace of technological innovation and the attainment, by the middle classes, of luxuries unimagined by the wealthiest of
our predecessors, fuel our expectation of unlimited progress in all areas.
While I am grateful for these benefits—which make for a healthier and
more convenient life and more efficient work—it is unclear to me how
these advances make life more meaningful. In particular, I don’t understand how believing in material progress, the hope for the better tomorrow, as distinct from utilizing and enjoying the tangible goods at my
disposal, much enhances the value of existence. And I wonder what
happens when those who have invested spiritually in the “American
Dream,” of an increasingly affluent future for themselves and their children, run into insurmountable obstacles.
Be that as it may, faith in progress remains an important ingredient
in the outlook of modern people. Our political religion abounds in fervent expressions of faith in that faith. The most successful Democratic
politician of recent vintage, President Clinton, chose as his campaign
song “Don’t stop thinking about tomorrow . . . ” with its promise: “It
will be better than before.” His most popular predecessor from the
other party—President Reagan—insisted, more soberly but no less dogmatically, that America’s greatest days were ahead.
However, dogmatic claims for progress are not limited to the secular
West. The conviction that a better tomorrow is in the offing, and that
faith in its imminence is not only warranted but also essential for our
religious welfare, have played a huge role in contemporary religious
Zionism, and particularly the stream of religious-Zionism identified with
R. Kook. Let there be no mistake: the theme of progress and its anticipation plays a central role in R. Kook’s thinking. He writes, for example:
The grandeur of saintliness and its inner joy depend on its capacity to
envision the future good . . . what has passed is like froth on water; all
the evil and ugliness that shrivels the mind is merely transient. . . .
Development . . . when it expands its content, is the source of all saint-
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liness, righteousness, and sanctity, and bestows the divine pleasantness
on every soul (Orot ha-Kodesh, II:4, section 24).

The current shorthand for the ideology that traces itself to these
ideas is “Messianic Zionism.” Starting from biblical teaching about
national and universal redemption, including the ingathering of exiles,
restoration of Jewish self-government in the land of Israel, and so forth,
subscribers to this position maintain that these prophecies are conclusively fulfilled in our own times, that their realization is irreversible, and
that it is of utmost theological importance to get this matter right and
to make it a primary religious preoccupation. In other words, not only
is the Messianic vision unfolding before our eyes; it is also, to a very
large degree, what gives meaning to our lives.
The alternative to this orientation is commonly referred to as “nonmessianic Zionism.” If R. Kook is identified with the messianic trend,
the other option is often associated with the name of R. Soloveitchik.
At stake is not belief in ultimate redemption as depicted in Tanakh and
codified by authorities like Rambam: we all accept this fundamental
belief. Almost all of you hope that the process that led to the establishment of the State of Israel in 1948 is part of the flowering forth of the
ultimate redemption. But the people dubbed messianic Zionists are
more likely to express confidence that we are witnessing the culmination of history than their non-messianic counterparts. At a practical
level, thoughtful people, no less than journalists in search of a concise
formula, find a correspondence between these two ideological orientations and differing opinions about Israeli policy. Those linking themselves to R. Kook’s legacy are expected to oppose any territorial compromise in the land of Israel involving the diminution of Jewish
sovereignty, while R. Soloveitchik held that security, not eschatology, is
the crucial factor relative to any proposed compromise.
I won’t unpack in detail the many potential points of disagreement
between these general outlooks. The issues are far too complicated and
thinkers worthy of attention have not subscribed to simplistic formulas
on these questions. Today I confine myself to the notion of inevitable
progress as it affects some versions of so-called Zionist Messianism. Let
me repeat that this is not merely a belief that things are getting better,
but also the conviction that without belief in that progressive future, life
is significantly less meaningful. Is this way of thinking good for us? Is it
a way of thinking that we should cultivate for psychological or religious
reasons? Or is it an attitude we are better off without?
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Most of us derive satisfaction from the thought that our efforts will
make things better in a permanent way. Our children will be taller,
brighter, religiously and morally more wholesome than we who educate
them. Our own work, we hope, will help ourselves and others advance
beyond where we stand today. When the going gets tough, we cling
desperately to the comforting dream that things will soon be better,
and that the improvement will last. We sing about tomorrow and imagine that the best is yet to come. If we are wrong much of the time, it is
still right that our reach exceed our grasp: we ought to aim high and be
of good cheer. And sometimes it turns out that we are right, or close to
right, and our hope is richly rewarded.
What is true for individuals and families is also true for larger communities. The Jewish people’s hope for the Messianic age periodically
took the form of imminent anticipation. As we know the Rabbis had
mixed feelings, to put it mildly, about eschatological calculations; yet
many of our greatest figures engaged in such speculation, both as a
legitimate intellectual pursuit and as a means of strengthening the shaky
resolve of their generation.
The Zionist movement arose at a moment particularly propitious
for belief in progress. Oppression on the one hand, and internal dissolution on the other hand, engendered the hope born of desperation that
tomorrow must bring a transformation to reverse totally the intolerable
pressures of today. Speculative reason chimed in: the rise of nationalism
throughout Europe, social and economic changes, and the opportunities offered to Jews by political Emancipation, testified that history had
already taken a radical new direction. Many Westerners embraced belief
in progress as a source of existential meaning because they were looking
for a substitute religion in place of their traditional creed. The increasing benefits promised by science, capitalism, Marxism, nationalism, or
political liberalism offered the assurance that the universe conformed to
human hopes without requiring mankind to worship a personal, transcendent God. Jews were as vulnerable to such dreams as Gentiles.
Does the profane provenance of some elements in hard line Zionist
faith in progress vitiate the ideology? Not necessarily, inasmuch as
cogent arguments for Messianic imminence could, and were, developed
out of traditional Jewish resources. At the same time, when we ask
whether a preoccupation with realized eschatology is a healthy phenomenon or not, we cannot bracket the way such ideas arose and functioned
th
th
in the 19 and 20 centuries.
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Here the important question, I think, is how thoroughly our religious commitment and psychological stability become tied up with
imminent Messianic hopes. R. Soloveitchik liked to tell about a Jew
who cried to his grandfather, R. Hayyim Brisker, in World War I
Warsaw, that all the carnage would be tolerable if only he could be sure
it constituted ikveta de-meshiha (the turmoil foreshadowing apocalyptic
redemption). R. Hayyim vigorously objected to the comfort of such a
trade off, which would justify enormous human suffering in the name
of subsequent good. The story illustrates R. Hayyim’s strict views on
the importance of preserving life as a halakhic obligation, and more
broadly can be understood as a rejection of the idea that present evil is a
negligible price to pay for future benefits. Yet it seems to me that the
story also reflects another feature of the halakhic philosophy, namely the
perception that the meaning of life inheres in the actions that engage us
in the present, however difficult and even painful, rather than in the
consequences, however blissful.
The American historian and social critic Christopher Lasch, in his
book The True and Only Heaven: Progress and its Critics, contrasts the
kind of hope, primarily secularized, that depends on faith in progress,
with a more robust concept of hope. He writes: “Hope does not
demand a belief in progress. It demands a belief in justice: a conviction
that the wicked will suffer, that wrongs will be made right, that the
underlying order of things is not flouted with impunity. Hope implies a
deep-seated trust in life that appears absurd to those who lack it. . . .”
Justice is primary for Lasch because his focus is on social evil rather than
natural evil and the evil we bring upon ourselves. Yet in common with
the religious attitude, Lasch’s non-progressive optimism is not generated by scientific and pseudo-scientific calculations and prognostications;
it is not dependent on the imagination of a better future. Such hope is
indeed predicated on a “deep-seated trust that appears absurd to those
who lack it.”
For many of us the word “redemption” is inseparable from its public, political, and “progressive” connotations. In the passage we are discussing, however, R. Kook, echoing Ramban on Genesis 38, calls yibbum redemption. Thus he recovers the wide sense of redemption that
includes the life of the individual and the arena of the family. More than
that, however, he emphasizes that redemption is not always about
progress and a new, better beginning. Sometimes, and paradigmatically
so, redemption is about the restoration of what was destroyed: some-
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times redemption is the attempt to recreate the sober authenticity of the
past (of course no recreation is ever the same as the original!) without
the glittering assurance of the better future. Our religious commitment
is not yet as wholesome as it ought to be until we learn to internalize
this element in R. Kook’s message along with the faith in progress and
evolution that stokes the messianic flames. We must become capable of
experiencing in the refurbishing of our everyday lives, as students of
Torah and participants in a network of social and communal gemilut
hasadim, the working out of our hope and our redemption.
The Rabbis observed that the book of Ruth was only written to
demonstrate the reward for acts of loving-kindness. The climax of the
book is an act of quasi-yibbum: Boaz is not Ruth’s brother-in-law and
other features of the situation deviate from the halakhic institution of
the levirate. Yet the resemblance between Boaz’s act of redemption and
yibbum is unmistakable. In contemplating R. Kook’s lecture, let us not
forget that without undramatic acts of everyday social and religious
rehabilitation, like Ruth’s devotion to her mother-in-law and Boaz’s
concern for Ruth and her family, the Messiah cannot come.
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